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Preface 
 
 

Isn’t it sad to be content with merely making robots as slaves?  

(Nishimura in Hornyak, 2006, p.29) 

 
The word robot originates from the Czech term robotnik, a phrase given to the 

medieval peasantry who were enslaved and destined to serve their masters. The word 

references suppression and exploitation, summarising the physical and social status of 

the medieval serf workforce. Today we use the word to describe a manmade, 

mechanized machine that is programmed (told what to do) and then executes 

(performs) the given task. In this sense we can see the similarities between the words 

origin and todays usage. And so, allied with the emancipation of the medieval serfs, 

today we look to emancipate robots. Through vast technological advancements 

developers are making robots smarter and smarter, and computational power greater 

and greater. In doing so these robots, akin to the serfs will have new ‘freedoms’ and 

new ways of seeing and interpreting the world. This will generate the necessity to 

eventually incorporate these machines into our lives and highlights the importance for 

an effective, enjoyable relationship with them. 

 

The focus of this dissertation is to highlight that there is a common, all most inherent 

connection between our (organic) selves and (inorganic) technology. This connection 

is important in the argument toward robotic intelligence, as this opens up parallels 

and insights not only into robots but ourselves. The aim is to discover the importance 

of Human Robot Interactions (HRIs) and how we can see evidence in the past, 

present and (potential) future of our fascination with the inanimate, technology and, in 

particular, robots.  

 

A world that is shared by both humans and robots is still decades or more away. 

Nonetheless, within the introduction the initial idea of home computers, a way in 

which people could be connected to everyone and (virtually) everything seemed 

impossible. Yet, here we are today with around a third of the world population [1] now 

having access to the Internet. It is not a case of if the robots will come but when.  

1. Current (2012) statistics show that 2,405,518,376 people globally have access to the Internet. This 
figure is around a third of the total world population 7,017,846,922. (source: Internet World Stats 
[Internet]. Available from: <http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm> [Accessed 01/12/13). 
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Introduction  
 

Over the last century the growth of technology within our lives has been exponential. 

The introduction of products such as the electric hoover (1908), washing machine 

(1904), home refrigerator (1914) and most recently fiber optic Internet connection; 

each has enhanced our quality of living and helped propagate the idea that technology 

‘will offer [us] solutions’ (Turkle, 2011, p.11). Today, in the same fashion we 

ingratiated those early technological marvels into our homes, those that initially 

‘seemed esoteric and unnecessarily luxurious’ (Breazeal, 2005) are now used as second 

nature. The luxury still remains with many technological appliances yet it is a society 

led demand and no longer a basic necessity that fuels the ever-increasing desire for the 

latest technology. 

 

Similarly to the outlandish thought of the first home appliances and computers, now 

just like then, our latest fascinations lie with the introduction of domestic robots. 

‘Robots have become a twenty-first century deus ex machina’ (Turkle, 2011, p.11) and in 

doing so (we hope) promise new found freedoms, both in and out of the home. The 

market is steadily increasing [2] for home ‘service robots’ such as the iRobot Roomba 

(fig. 1) (vacuum cleaner) and Robomow (fig. 1.1) (lawnmower), which amongst other 

domestic robots are now widely available. Despite their vastly greater levels of 

autonomy when compared to that of a static fridge-freezer, these robots still have very 

limited interactions with humans. As Cynthia Breazeal, who heads the Personal 

Robots Group at the MIT Media Laboratory points out, ‘people [are] being more 

often treated as obstacles to be navigated around rather than as social beings with 

which to cooperate’ (2003). The creation of robots that not only recognize and 

respond to human stimulus, but can also reason and undertake tasks autonomously  

 

2. Number of (domestic) service robots in world circulation in 2006 was 3.5 million, in 2008 this rose to 
7.3 million. In 2012, about 3 million service robots for personal and domestic use were sold, 20% more 
than in 2011. (source: IFR (International Federation of Robotics) Available from: 
<http://www.ifr.org/service-robots/statistics/> [Accessed 10/12/13). 
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are the key to the development of effective and enjoyable HRIs. Unlike those early 

appliances that merely offered to alleviate mundane household tasks, ‘a robot is part 

of the physical environment - it shares our world with us’ (Breazeal, 2003, p.3); and in 

doing so we need to have a level of interaction that is far more ‘intuitive and efficient’ 

(Breazeal, 2003, p.3) than with conventional technology.  

 

 

 

 

 

The market for home robots that interact and communicate with humans is fledgling 

and focalised mainly in Japan, the home of robotics. Nevertheless developments in 

these robots namely Nao (fig. 2), PaPeRo (fig. 2.1) and most notably Honda’s Asimo (fig. 2.2) 

are paving the way for a future shared with robots. They all demonstrate certain levels 

of sociability and notable interaction, but the next leap is toward the realm of emotive, 

human-like Artificial Intelligence (AI). The refinement and enhancement of robots 

that demonstrate human-like levels of AI or AGI (Artificial General Intelligence as Ben 

Goertzel, a cognitive AI developer, prefers to define it) in the coming decades will help 

make this a reality. But with this desire to further unburden ourselves on technology in 

our ‘enduring technological optimism’ (Turkle, 2011, p.11) are we striving for a level 

of robotic intelligence that will ultimately rival our own? May we ultimately create a 

robot that is conscious like you and I? And if so how would we interact and more 

importantly classify such a robot? Robot or human? Or will this all come to naught 

fig. 1	   fig. 1.1	  
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and be seen as one more ‘esoteric and unnecessarily luxurious’ (Breazeal, 2005) piece 

of technology? These are some of the questions to be discussed and explored further.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

It is important to first of all outline some basic definitions of certain words and phrases 

to reduce any ambiguity when these are used in later arguments.  

 

A ‘robot’ is seen as a manmade, mechanised machine that is programmable and able 

to undertake complex tasks automatically or with minimal human intervention. Form 

typically, but does not necessarily follow function. Miro’s view that just because a 

dishwasher can automatically wash dishes we might call it a robot (Miro, 2012, p.108), 

is dispelled here, a robot in this work is one that is programmed or otherwise to 

actively interact and engage with people. Additionally, (artificial) intelligence means 

having the ability to acquire and apply skills and knowledge that demonstrate 

understanding of ones place in the world. In relation to robotic or machine 

intelligence (artificial) this may originate in many forms e.g. via download or 

non/biological implant. It is the benchmark by which a robot may be classed as being 

sentient. Finally ‘consciousness’ is the state of being (self) aware of ones own 

surroundings in an environment and position within it. This is only a brief definition 

fig. 2	  

fig. 2.1	  

fig. 2.2	  
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as the concept of consciousness will be fully addressed in the coming chapter, 

‘Everyone’s Private Theatre’.  

 

Automaton and On 

 

It’s often said that if you really want to understand something then what you 

should do is build it. [3] 

 

Until around three hundred years ago, our understanding of the human body and the 

way it functioned was consigned to illustrations and the written word. Knowledge 

gathered through emulating its abilities in mechanical form was impossible. Building 

mechanisms that even remotely demonstrated the human anatomy and its functions 

could only be dreamed of. At the dawn of the 17th Century, everything changed – the 

invention of accurate clockwork mechanisms revolutionised the world forever. For the 

first time the passing of the day could be recorded more accurately and precisely than 

ever before. Amongst these first clockmakers a small group of artisan pioneers began 

to notice parallels between the repetitive and precise nature of time keeping and the 

natural processes exhibited by the human body. The way in which the heart ticked 

and arms moved drew them to experiment with clocks, science and design that in turn 

could be used to bring machines to life (Schaffer, 2013); the age of the automaton had 

begun. 

 

These amazing feats of miniaturised engineering typified the forefront of Georgian 

technology. The celebrated Swiss watchmaker, Pierre Jaquet-Droz constructed the 

epitome of these marvels. In 1772 Droz completed the boy Writer (fig. 3), a 6000-piece 

precursor of the modern computer. Holding a quill that dips into an inkwell, the  

Writer is able to write a text of 40 characters spread over four lines. He is totally 

programmable and uses a special mechanism that allows his eyes to follow his work. 

The main mechanism revolves around a programmable cam (fig. 3.1), (a cog like 

mechanism that converts circular motion into linear) which permits him to write text 

without external intervention. Droz’s spectacle ‘reverse engineered the very act of 

writing’ (Schaffer, 2013, 32 mins) and in doing so had personified the automata into 

something much more than a mere machine. In his achievement he had not only 

3. Simon Schaffer, Professor of  History and Philosophy of Science at Cambridge University (BBC 
Mechanical Marvels Clockwork Dreams, 0 mins). 
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created a technological wonder that far surpassed anything possible at that time (and 

arguably to this day), but had shown that the actions of man could be mechanised. 

This mechanisation produced a great sense of wonder and fascination. Its appearance 

gave the illusion of human-like dexterity captivating its 18th century audience.  

 

Its deception did not deter in any way from its inescapable technological mastery. The 

sense of accomplishment Droz and other automaton craftsmen felt through this 

technological extension of man is mirrored in the work of roboticists today. As the 

renowned Science Fiction author Isaac Asimov wrote ‘you just can't differentiate 

between a robot and the very best of humans’ (Asimov, 2013, p.223). And in this sense 

they are also driven to create automated representations of man and thus capture the 

‘ambiguity between humans and technology, people and machines’ (Schaffer, 2013, 

54 mins). 

 

 

 

 

 

fig. 3	  

fig. 3.1	  
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Samuel Butler, an esteemed Victorian novelist and author, also wrote about this sense 

of ambiguity between man and machine. He remarked in 1880, 

 

If, then, men were not really alive after all, but were only machines of so 

complicated a make that it was less trouble to us to… say that that kind of 

mechanism was “being alive.” (Butler, 2004, p.63) 

 

Butler’s view on human evolution explores the relationship between man and 

machine, often analysing the writings of Darwin and his work in Origin of the Species. 

Writing in a time of great change, amidst the throws of the Industrial Revolution he 

questioned whether, ‘the inorganic must be living and conscious also, up to a certain 

point.’ (Butler, p.64), believing that the inanimate and animate worlds must be 

inextricably connected ‘to a certain point.’ He identified that humans rightly share 

certain similarities with the inanimate, ‘inorganic’ world – theorising from this that we 

may merely be ‘machines of so complicated a make’. After all we originated ‘from 

less-alive and less intelligent components’ (Dyson, 1999, p.9), so why can the spirit not 

linger in the machine, instilled somewhere in its inorganic, synthetic make-up? ‘The 

kingdoms of living matter and of not-living matter are under one system of laws’ 

(Huxley, 1890, p.117) commented Thomas Huxley a colleague of Darwin; believing 

that ‘there is a perfect freedom of exchange and transit from one to the other’ 

(Huxley, 1890, p.117). Both Butler and Huxley who were ironically adversaries, 

deduced that there is a deep-rooted connection, a symbiotic relationship between the 

living and lifeless, organic and synthetic and ultimately, man and machine. 

 

The concept of artificial life, that which is conjured by the interaction between man 

and his technology, can be traced back to Thomas Hobbes, a 15th Century 

Philosopher who pondered, 

 

For seeing life is but a motion of Limbs, the beginning whereof is in the 

principall part within; why may we not say that all Automata (Engines that 

move themselves by springs and wheeles as doth a watch) have an artificiall 

life? (Hobbes, 1909, p.1) 
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Similarly to the automaton pioneers like Jaqcuet-Droz, Hobbes also drew his 

conclusions from the motions of mechanisation that intuitively move independently 

just like humans. He saw the likeness within the ‘springs and wheeles’ that were 

present in clockwork mechanisms also witnessed by automaton craftsmen. Through 

these insights he expanded his analogy to draw convincing parallels between basic 

mechanical devices, ‘springs’ and ‘wheels’ and the body, 

 

What is the Heart, but a Spring; and the Nerves, but so many Strings; and the 

Joynts, but so many Wheeles, giving motion to the whole Body, such as was 

intended by the Artificer? (Hobbes, 1909, p.1) 

 

The analogy that man is machine and vice versa has no doubt informed many ideas as 

to whether machines can be seen as living or not; this is evident in the early writings of 

Butler, Hobbes and Huxley but unsurprisingly more so in the 20th & 21st Century with 

the technology boom and dawn of the information revolution. Timothy Hornyak, 

freelance Science and Technology journalist highlights,  

 

When someone acts in a mechanical fashion, without showing emotion or 

sensitivity… we might call them a robot. The word thus embraces the idea of 

machines behaving like humans as well as humans behaving like machines. 

(Hornyak, 2006, p.32) 

 

It is evident that the early theorems and analogies drawn up by the likes of Butler and 

Hobbes live on today some 200 years later. However, unlike those ideas of old 

Hornyak observations not only infer that the actions humans regularly undertake, like 

walking and talking, can be mechanical and robotic he goes further by touching on 

the lack of ‘emotion or sensitivity’ (Hornyak, 2006, p.32) within these. This brings 

forward an interesting new comparison, one that demonstrates that machines and 

humans not only share similar parallels in their movements and processes but can also 

be seen to mirror one another’s lack of emotion in certain instances.  

 

When people are said to be cold or distant, we can imagine the cold and life-less 

appearance of a robot. A persona that is illustrated in Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 in 

which, ‘the Mechanical Hound slept but did not sleep, lived but did not live’ 
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(Bradbury, 2008, p.35). The eeriness and ambiguity of its state as a robot creates a 

sense of real unease, heightened by the fact ‘it doesn't like or dislike. It just "functions"’ 

(Bradbury, 2008, p.38). For the stories protagonist, Montag, this brings forth many 

questions - ‘what does the Hound think about down there at night? Is it coming alive 

on us, really? It makes me cold’ (Bradbury, 2008, p.39). This notion is no longer 

science fiction. Sherry Turkle, Professor of the Social Studies of Science and 

Technology at MIT, writes in Alone Together, ‘we are at the point of seeing digital 

objects as both creatures and machines’ (2011, p.46). This is a strange prospect for 

many people who still see robots as cold, life-less machines akin to those depicted in 

Hollywood’s dystopian Terminatoresque thrillers. Nevertheless now that technology is 

reaching a point where they are simultaneously living being and machine (Turkle, 

2011) surely we need to re-address our interpretations and expectations of robots.  

 

Personified Machines & Social Robots  
 

How do we go about this? How should we be preparing ourselves for this new robotic 

era? Well for the time being we need not worry, we haven’t got Mechanical Hounds 

running around just yet, although AIBO (fig. 4) isn’t far off.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In many instances our machines and appliances may seem inhuman, lifeless and cold 

that’s because, well, they are. Even AIBO despite his best attempts to appear sensitive, 

his monochrome and white body still leaves the viewer feeling underwhelmed, 

disconnected. This view is maintained due to the use of language and rhetoric. A trait 

fig. 4	  
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that has entwined human nature with machines and technology - the personification 

of the inanimate has become our fixation. Roland Puccetti in 1969 wrote in an article 

for the British Journal for the Philosophy of Science titled On Thinking Machines and Feeling 

Machines, “can machines be said to think?” involves a linguistic issue, not a factual one’ 

(1969, p.39). He highlights that yes, we may employ humanistic phrases (like ‘cold’ 

and ‘lifeless’) to explain our relationship with machines and robots but that’s because,  

 

We need only extend [these phrases’] present use to cover non-human 

instances of the same sort of behavior, i.e. to new contexts where the old 

concept should be perfectly at home. (Puccetti, 1969, p.40).  

 

So the use of personification to describe the way someone is acting robot-like, as 

lacking in ‘emotion or sensitivity’ (Hornyak, 2006, p.32) is used not only to gauge a 

better understanding of how they are feeling, as we can empathise with this; but 

consequently means we may ultimately have to ‘embrace the idea of machines 

behaving [and even feeling] like humans’ (Hornyak, 2006, p.32). In this instance we 

are using negative examples, lifeless and lacking in emotion, but this idea can also 

work for positive descriptions. Who knows, maybe in years to come, ‘he/she’s acting 

all human’ might be used to describe overly hubristic robots. 

 

The way we experience and treat our technology stems from a primitive facet of our 

understanding of the world. Acknowledging our intimate relationship with technology 

i.e. through the use of emotive language is a critical aspect in understanding this desire 

to personify. As Joanna Zylinska a Cultural Theorist writing on new technologies and 

new media comments, 

 

Technology is not simply external. Technology is what defines being human. 

It’s not an antagonistic alien sort of object, it’s part of our human nature. It 

constructs our human nature (Zylinska, 2002, p.139). 

 

This goes some way to discerning why we have this need to personify and humanize 

technology, simply because it is an aspect of the human condition or has certainly 

become part of it. Joel Garreau author of Radical Evolution also wonders, ‘isn’t part of 

our human nature now man-made?’ (Garreau, 2005, p.237). We have a good grasp of 
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how we have evolved from bacteria, mollusk, land mammal and finally tad-ha (there 

may be a few evolutionary steps missed here). How humans have evolved is certainly 

more factual than linguistic (to inverse Puccetti’s phrase). Yet unlike any other time in 

Homo Sapient history we are now far more aware of the factor that defines our 

human nature – technology (Zylinska, 2002). It is now so much a part of our lives that 

Finnish youngsters now call their mobiles “kanny,” which loosely translated means 

enhancement (Clark, 2003). The contact between the phone and users limbs (in this 

case hands) means it symbolically becomes a part of the user, a technological 

extension. ‘The phone really did seem to be part of the man, and the Finnish slang 

captures the mood’ (Clark, 2003, p.9). Now that we are so engulfed all most to the 

point of uncanny integration with our technology do we need to become more wary of 

quite how much we allow into our lives. In the case of a (potential) future shared with 

robots maybe we should remember the impact that technology has had on our daily 

lives thus far. It is wrong to always presume that technology will enhance our lives 

(Garreau, 2005). So if the robots are coming will they become part of our human 

nature, influence it or even alter it? Turkle puts forward a problematic case, 

 

I am troubled by the idea of seeking intimacy with a machine that has no 

feelings, can have no feelings, and is really just a clever collection of "as if" 

performances, behaving as if it cared, as if it understood us (Turkle, 2011, p.8). 

 

She is speaking in relation to current ‘social robots’ which exhibit or perform acts of 

simulated emotion. She continues, ‘the absence of [real] emotion reduces the scope for 

rationality [in HRIs] because we literally think with our feelings’ (Turkle, 2011, 

p.134). As a result when someone is lacking in emotion whether that be visually or 

verbally it is far harder to empathise and ultimately behave in a rational, effective way 

(as already touched upon). Thus the same can be said for that of a sterile and 

emotionless robot. It is far harder for people to empathise with a machine that exhibits 

no emotion. This deduction is rather obvious, however this is one issue of many that 

still hinders the mainstream integration of robots today. Don Norman, an academic in 

the field of Cognitive Science, Design and Usability Engineering believes, ‘that 

intelligent behavior cannot take place without emotion.’ (Norman, D. (2001). So if we 

truly want autonomous robots, machines that undertake our tasks, act as companions 

and more, then roboticists must construct if not at least consider emotion. We know 
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that humans can behave like machines but also hope machines can ultimately behave 

like humans (Hornyak, 2006) - in a positive way of course. 

 

Leaving fully autonomous, human-like machines to one side for now (this will be 

returned to in due course) is wise seen as ‘in all probability [we are] years away from 

even coming close to true machine intelligence’ (Watson, 2010, p.48); and instead 

further examine the social robots of today. Turkle refers to one such robot in Alone 

Togther, Paro (fig. 5) a cuddly toy seal that is sold as an ‘advanced interactive robot’ [4]. It 

is part of group of robots that are here to address the issue of emotion in HRIs. Unlike 

domestic service robots like the iRobot Roomba (fig. 1) that are merely employed to 

undertake tasks and cater for our everyday domestic needs; sociable robots offer far  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

more. They present us not only with a machine that’s here to help but one that’s also 

here to appreciate us, to feel and empathise with our needs as human beings.  

 

Sociable robots serve as both symptom and dream: as symptom, they promise 

a way to sidestep conflicts about intimacy; as a dream, they express a wish for 

relationships with limits, a way to be both together and alone. (Turkle, 2011, 

p.173-174) 

 

These robots present us with a somewhat paradoxical situation. Their intended design 

is to act as a social buffer, a way for its owner to feel a sense of compassion or  

friendship that you’d expect from a real, living pet. On the other hand their on/off  

fig. 5	  

4.      As described on the Paro website. (source: Paro main website.) Available from:    
         <http://www.parorobots.com/> [Accessed 10/10/13]). 
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feature gives the user far greater control and consequently social manipulation. When 

they want to be ‘alone’ they can be and when they’re longing for comfort their only a 

switch away from a feeling of togetherness. 

 

The robot is presented as [a] cure… [Hospital] caretakers entertain the idea 

that the robot might not just be better than no company but better than their 

company’ (Turkle, 2011, p.109). 

 

She goes on to say, ‘“caring” meant that machines would take care of us, not that they 

would care about us. They saw caring as a behavior, not a feeling’ (Turkle, 2011, 

p.106). This ultimately sums up the current state of robotic intentions today. They 

give the illusion of emotion, they don’t care about us in the same way we would seem 

to care about them. In their position as ‘selfobjects’ (part objects) they’re neither our 

companions nor simply spare parts; they lie in a liminal zone of social cure and life-

less machine (Turkle, 2011). Consequently they appear to be programmed to illude 

much the same as Jacquet-Droz’s boy Writer, Paro is made to entertain and comfort 

yet users find no reason to act surprised in its ability to covertly delude them. It is a 

case of ‘technology is seductive when what it offers meet[s] our human vulnerabilities’ 

(Turkle, 1997, p.1) and intimate needs.  

 

In a similar argument Rudy Rucker, a Mathematician and Computer Scientist, 

remarked in a recent TED Talk ‘one thing I’ve learned about the present state of AI - 

it’s a grab bag of cheap tricks, it’s like a magicians trunk’ (Rucker in Beyond Machines: 

The Year 3000, 2011, 4 mins). It seems magic and illusion are at the heart of current 

robotic abilities, roboticists need not invent extremely complex algorithms to form 

emotion; instead they can simply fake it (Rucker in Beyond Machines: The Year 3000, 

2011, 3mins). As the late Science writer, Sir Arthur C. Clark highlighted, ‘any 

sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic’ (2000, p.10). The 

strange thing is for many robot owners and users they seem to be perfectly happy with 

these hollow robotic companionships, maybe these machines are alive enough 

(Turkle, 2011). Who is to say that there is anything wrong with this? Maybe the ‘as if’ 

it were alive, feeling or understanding scenario will suffice. Roxxxy (fig. 6) a sex robot 

may be the epitome of this. According to the TrueCompanion website, the makers of 

Roxxxy, 
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‘[she] knows your name, your likes and dislikes, can carry on a discussion and 

expresses her love to you and be your loving friend. She can talk to you, listen 

to you and feel your touch.’ [5]. 

 

Here is a robot unlike Paro and others, one that now evokes her love and feels your 

touch and more importantly resembles the appearance of a human. Owners of 

Roxxxy have the option, far from a real human-to-human relationship, to ‘have a 

conversation or sex – It is Up to You! [5].’ This in turn produces the ‘as if’ effect and in 

some ways can be seen as liberating socially restricted people, those who struggle with 

intimate human relationships or those without neuro-typical emotional capabilities. 

 

 

 

But worryingly this ‘open[s] new possibilities for narcissistic experience’ (p.56) says 

Turkle, ‘those who succumb [to intimate HRIs with current social robots] will be 

stranded in relationships that are only about one person’ (p.56). So where does this 

mean? Well at present these social robots are part of a niche market. Paro is aimed at 

children and patients in environments such as hospitals and extended care facilities   

with limited use in many people’s day-to-day lives, Roxxxy even less so. Maybe this is 

just as well. Imagine we all depended on these machines to ‘sidestep conflicts over 

fig. 6	  

5.      As described on the TrueCompanion website. (source: Roxxxy main website.) Available from:    
         <http://www.truecompanion.com/shop/pages/about_us.html> [Accessed 03/10/13]). 
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intimacy’ (Turkle, 2011, p.173) and believed, convincingly, they exhibited genuine 

emotion.  

 

In Philip K. Dick’s post-apocalyptic novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep he writes of 

a similar scenario in the form of the ‘mood organ’ a console that dials in an artificial 

stimulant say a ‘382 or 481…for a thalamic suppressant (which would abolish the 

mood of rage)’ (Dick, 2011, p.2-3). The mood organ in some way mirrors the 

simulated emotion produced by current social robots. To some extent they have 

become usurpers of our real, genuine relationships; artificial stimulators acting as safe 

havens in another wise unsafe world (Turkle, 2011). This could potentially have a 

huge impact on a future world society and the way individuals perceive and interact 

with one another. Ultimately these current robots reduce real, meaningful inter-

person relationships to ones that involve just one person (Turkle, 2011). As a result 

things need to change. Surely if humans are to ever co-exist with intelligent robots, 

relationships with them need to have meaning and real reciprocal emotion. Otherwise 

they leave their future owners open to lives that are overly safe and made to measure 

(Turkle, 2011, p.66) – where is the fun in that?  
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Human Robot Interactions 

 
Emotion isn’t only a construct produced in our minds it is also a physical way of 

outwardly expressing our feelings. Currently social robots like Paro and AIBO are 

designed to emulate the appearance of animals, to act like mechanical pets and 

simulate emotion. These types of robots are only ever going to be a niche in a much 

wider social robot market. Roboticists have begun to consider robots that not only 

perceive, interpret and comprehend emotion but can convincingly express it, both 

physically and ‘consciously’. In light of the former, Hiroshi Ishiguro has been 

exploring this for a number of years with his Geminoid (fig. 7) robots.  

 

 

These are similar to androids - robots that have human-like features that attempt to 

capture more realistically the link between man and machine. He describes in the 

documentary film Mechanical Love that Geminoids are ‘copies of actual human 

beings…the word in fact means – twin’ (2007, 3 mins). In many ways he is creating his 

doppelgänger, his alter ego, asking his pupils at Nagoya University, ‘don’t we look 

alike?’ (Mechanical Love, 2007, 3 mins) to which many chuckle.  

 

Unlike Paro with its animal like sensibilities, Ishiguro’s Geminoids try to exactly 

replicate the appearance of humans (see fig. 7) and as a result produce an unusual effect 

fig. 7 
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upon the viewer. In 1970 Masahiro Mori (a Japanese Roboticist who investigated 

emotional responses of humans toward non-human entities) in an article for Energy 

magazine, introduced the term bukimi no tani a phrase that summed up this sensation. 

The term translates to the Uncanny Valley (UCV) and represents the trench or valley 

that is present on a graph plotted for human likeness against familiarity (fig. 8). 

 

 

 

The graph highlights that when a robot reaches a certain level of both familiarity and 

human likeness many people, ‘about 60% have the UCV response’ (Duncan, 2013) 

resulting in repulsion toward the Geminoid and its lifelike appearance. In his attempt 

to create an exact copy of himself he has induced a state of Freudian uncanniness (die 

Unheimlich or literally ‘unhomely’ in German).  

 

A particularly favorable condition for awakening uncanny sensations is created 

when there is intellectual uncertainty whether an object is alive or not, and 

when an inanimate object becomes too much like an animate one (Freud, 

p.385). 

 

Again we return to the inanimate and animate and the relationship they share. When 

roboticists try to instill human-like abilities and replicate our (natural and authentic) 

actions into an inanimate robot, the viewer’s brain is sent mixed emotions. ‘These 

fig. 8 
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appear to be "Darwinian buttons" that cause people to imagine that the robot is an 

"other"; that there is, colloquially speaking, "somebody home"’ (Turkle, 2011, p.8). 

The result is a feeling of familiarity (homeliness) yet uncertainty towards its 

recognisably human-like appearance; thus producing a sense of distrust in its attempts 

to be something its undecidedly not. Miro believes that ‘robots should be different 

from human beings’ (Miro in Kageki, 2012, p.106) and ‘it’s not even interesting to 

develop a robot that looks exactly like [a] human’ (Miro in Kageki, 2012, p.106).  

 

However, Ishiguro argues through the development of his Geminoids, ‘I want to know 

about the fundamentals of the human-machine relationship’ (Mechanical Love, 2007, 5 

mins). He impresses that we need to know what it is to be human by asking, ‘What is 

me?’ (Mechanical Love, 2007, 5 mins). His robots therefore are seen as a way of 

understanding ourselves a way to connect the dots if you will in our captivation with 

robots. Through the emulation of himself he wants ‘to create something resembling 

human existence and convey a feeling of “sonzai-kan” [“human presence”]’ 

(Mechanical Love, 2007, 3 mins). It seems then he is trying to achieve a number of feats 

with his Geminoids; self-propagation, extension of the self, knowledge about our 

human existence and maybe even immortality. The Geminoid does go some way 

toward understanding more about the human-machine relationship. David Hanson, 

CEO of Hanson Robotics would concur, ‘it benefits people to humanize our 

technology… we discover things about ourselves’ (Hanson in Kelly, 2012). Yet the 

uncanny sensation that these androids create means, they are not the future of 

robotics. They rule out the likelihood for a future shared with human looking 

machines – well for now anyway. Until ‘roboticists improve upon the movement (fluid 

vs. jerky) [of humanoid robots] and facial expressions’ (Duncan, 2013) they will 

remain tools for research. Not until they are able to produce convincing physical 

emotions through developments in servos and facial motors to avoid the body-

snatcher reaction (Hanson in Kelly, 2012) will they become popular within society. 

With this in mind Miro proposes a feasible goal, 

 

I recommend that designers instead take the first peak (fig. 8) as their goal, which 

results in a moderate degree of human likeness and a considerable sense of 

affinity. (Miro, 2012, p.100) 
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In doing so we see robots like Asimo (fig. 2.2) (that typify the forefront of robotics today) 

those that bare similar humanistic features, (limbs, torso etc.) but are evidently robots. 

It is not trying to be something it is not, which produces a far greater sense of affinity; 

these forms of robot are therefore ‘device[s] which people can relate to comfortably’ 

(Mori, 2012, p.100). Outwardly, emotive robots therefore need only modest levels of 

human likeness in order to convey convincing emotion. But in terms of actually 

creating a machine that can feel emotion and empathise like a human, a more 

thorough analysis is needed. 

 

Returning to a quote by Don Norman who believes, ‘intelligent behavior [in robots] 

cannot take place without emotion’ (Norman, D. (2001) stresses the necessity for 

emotion in relation to intelligence. Furthermore Ray Kurzweil, A.I scientist and 

renowned Futurist recently commented in a BBC interview, ‘emotion isn’t just a side 

show, it’s the cutting edge of human intelligence’ (Kurzweil in BBC Radio interview with 

Ray Kurzweil, 2013, 7 mins). It is clear then that emotion is at the centre of the modus 

operandi (method of operation) toward our intelligence as well as an intelligent robot. 

But realizing this and putting this into practice are two very different things. Social 

robots can already interpret and recognize emotion but actually demonstrating real 

human emotion is bridging on science fiction. In this debate the role of consciousness 

must be questioned, since in order to demonstrate emotion, one has be aware of what 

emotion they are displaying. ‘Thus anyone who wants to claim machines can think 

must be willing to ascribe consciousness to them’ (Puccetti, 1969, p.42). Without a 

certain level of consciousness roboticists return to Turkle’s simulated companionships. 

But how would they ever begin to program consciousness? 

 

Computer Scientist and Robotic Evolutionist, Josh Bongard believes robots should 

evolve themselves and allow consciousness to emerge (if it will) in a way that is specific 

to robotic evolution, not human. Whilst demonstrating his evolutionary program (fig. 9) 

he says, 

  

Sometimes when we run this evolutionary process it produces something 

similar like [human] walking, and in other cases it produces something that’s 

not that familiar – something we wouldn’t of come up with on our own.’ 
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(Bongard in Through the Wormhole: Are Robots the Future of Human Evolution, 2013, 

9 mins) 

 

 

 

 

He is proposing ascribing our primitive, albeit extremely complex organic means of 

evolution upon a machine that must surely evolve in a synthetic way (that mirrors its 

own ontological make-up) would surely be naïve and detrimental to the development 

of an intelligent machine; potentially hindering it from creating something that is both 

unfamiliar and unpredictable. John Von Neumann, a renowned Mathematician and 

Polymath, theorised similar programs in the 1950s creating ‘mathematical entities that 

reproduced themselves and evolved over time, which he called "cellular automata"’ 

(Zarkadakis, 2014, p.30). Of course a robot can’t build itself, but in terms of its 

computational capacity to respond to its surroundings and emotively communicate 

with us; Bongard argues we should allow them to learn from themselves through trial 

and error. As well as being revolutionary this method is also controversial. Many 

‘doom and gloom’ futurists foresee a scenario like this, one that initially starts with the 

best intentions but results in things spiraling out of control. Bill Joy a Computer 

Scientist wrote of such a scenario. In the article titled Why the Future Doesn’t Need Us he 

alludes to a foreseeable future of over dependency on technology and how this may, 

inadvertently leave us with no choice but to succumb to the machines control (Joy, 

2000 (see appendix 1.)). 

 

fig. 9 

1	   2	  

3	   4	  
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Joy’s comments echo many other technological pessimists, or Neo-Luddites [6] 

believing that a combination of over dependency and a no way out type scenario 

could lead to a world ruled by robots. There is logic in what Joy predicts, it is easy to 

see how we could let technology take over leaving the ‘fate of the human race at the 

mercy of the machines’ (Garreau, 2005, p.143). The main issue, unlike with any other 

futurist scenario, is that theoretically once the machines take over this would be 

irreversible. Once we pass a stage where robots or intelligent machines control food 

production, water supply and global security systems, shutting them off would be 

effectively suicide (Joy, 2000). Ultimately this would leave humanity stranded in what 

has been coined the Hell Scenario – humanities nightmare. A world where ‘robots more 

intelligent that humans could reduce the lives of their creators to that of pathetic 

zombies’ (Garreau, 2005, p.139) – just one amongst many other horrifying situations. 

Zylinska also proposes a grave case in light of a future dependency on technology.  

 

Technology escapes the control of its inventors to produce unseen and 

unforeseeable changes and possibilities; and this is a future – for the self, the 

human, the body and for technology – that can be neither programmed nor 

predicted (Zylinska, 2002, p.139). 

 

Despite the dystopic tone, she illustrates a significant point that these are just 

scenarios; they are theories that can be ‘neither programmed or predicted’ (Zylinska, 

2002, p.139). It is therefore necessary to examine both ends of the spectrum, one of 

success and one of failure, but in doing so remember that ‘end-of-the-world-

predictions have been around for a very long time’ (Garreau, 2005, p.148) from the 

Rapture to Joy’s scenarios in Why the Future Doesn’t Need Us.  

 

The world we are likely to share with robots and A.I is clearly one fraught with 

equally amazing and frightening scenarios, but is this not always the case when 

peering into the crystal ball. Whether the future of robotics resembles Bongards 

evolutionary programming or Ishiguro’s life-like Geminoids no one can honestly say, 

not even Kurzweil. Maybe it is a combination, or neither. However, through these 

bodies of revolutionary research both roboticists in case are not only employing new 

methods to investigate robotics but also questioning ‘What is me?’ (Ishiguro in  

6.      Is a philosophy opposing many forms of modern technology. A new age movement based upon the     
         Luddites group of the Victorian period who greatly opposed the mechanisation of Industry and  
         advocated simple living. 
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Mechanical Love, 2007, 5 mins) and what is it to be human? Through this the notion of 

identity and the self need to be explored. What is it that makes us conscious beings? 

The next chapter attempts to explore what consciousness is and ultimately ‘whether 

an object [or robot] can bear a mind’ (Miro, 2012, p.106). 

 

‘Everyone’s Private Theatre’ [8] 

 

This chapter aims to examine our definition and comprehension of what it is to be 

conscious and assessing whether robotic consciousness is a reality. This understanding 

will help to draw a more concise conclusion in the final chapter and help assess the 

HRI in the case of a sentient robot.   

 

Consciousness remains the most elusive of all contemporary subjects, an area of study 

that until recently was only theorised by philosophers, pseudoscientists and folk 

psychologists; today it upholds a branch of neuroscience in its own right [7]. This 

however, has had little affect on our understanding of what it is to be conscious and 

how consciousness arises. It remains a mystery, a region of the human condition 

scientists still know very little about, ‘[we still have no idea how] the water of the 

physical brain is turned into the wine of consciousness’ (McGinn, 1989, p.349). The 

lack of sustained classification stems from its paradoxical position. If one tries to 

ascertain what consciousness is it is nigh on impossible as we ‘cannot tacitly remove 

ourselves’ (Edelman & Tononi, 2001, p.13) from a conscious state in order to begin to 

analyse ones consciousness. The American psychologist and philosopher William 

James believed consciousness to be ‘a process – one that is private, selective, and 

continuous yet continually changing’ (James in Edelman & Tononi, 2001, p.18). In 

this sense its nature is highly personal, subjective and virtually undetectable, in other 

words everyone’s private theatre [8]. 

 

 

     8.      This phrase originates from a chapter in Consciousness: How Matter Becomes Imagination  
(Edelman & Tononi, 2001) titled Everyman’s Private Theater: Ongoing Unity, Endless Variety. 

7.            ‘Valerie Hardcastle said: "I think [the] honour [for the the first unabashed discussion of consciousness as 
a legitimate scientific problem since the demise of Behaviorism] should go to George Mandler and his 
1975 Consciousness: Respectable, Useful, and Probably Necessary. Certainly that essay is widely heralded in 
cognitive science as kicking off our most recent fascination with consciousness.’ (Hardcastle in Mandler 
p.vii) (2002) Consciousness Recovered, Psychological Functions and Origins of Conscious Thought) 
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The closest neuroscientists are to in some way ascertaining what consciousness is, is by 

defining it using a set of five attributes: 

 

 
A sense of self – an awareness of your own existence.  
A sense of surroundings – a perception of yourself, your environment, your position  

   in the environment and how you interact in it. 
Subjectivity – your own, personal view of the world and yourself. 
Sentience – the ability to sense the environment, in our case including through our main      
                     sense of touch, smell, taste, sight and hearing. 
Sapience – the ability to have thoughts or feelings and act upon them in a  
                    knowledgeable way. 

 
 

             

                              (Source: Birch et al, 2013, p.56) 
 

These criteria are not only useful in helping us to define what human consciousness is 

but also in crediting whether an animal or other organism is conscious or not. In the 

case of this body of work these parameters are useful in assessing whether a robot with 

artificial intelligence would be seen as exhibiting a conscious state. The robotic 

equivalent of these criteria is evaluated in the Turing Test, this will be discussed in more 

detail in the final chapter. 

 

Andy Clark, Professor of Philosophy and Chair in Logic and Metaphysics at the 

University of Edinburgh, has proposed that as Natural Born Cyborgs we are, ‘thinking 

and reasoning systems whose minds and selves are spread across biological brain and 

non-biological circuitry’ (Clark, 2003, p.3). In this sense our tangible brain houses the 

less than tangible substance that is consciousness, that which operates across inorganic 

circuitry (Clark, 2003). Furthermore our thoughts and feelings manifest in an ethereal, 

intangible space that is far removed from the tactile brain and thus creates this divide 

between both states. This idea originates from the mind/body philosophy, also known 

as duality and has eluded theologists, philosophers and many great thinkers 

throughout history. Our inability to determine whether inanimate objects (such as 

automata, machines and robots) are conscious or universally aware in some way arises 

from the absence of a unified answer to this very human problem. 
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In a recent TED Talk on consciousness John Searle, an American philosopher and 

supposed Neo-Luddite commented, ‘maybe we’ll be able to build a conscious  

machine seen as we don’t know how our brains do it yet means we’re not in a 

position, so far, to build a conscious machine.’ (2013, 8 mins). Searle here makes a 

valid point, are roboticists trying to get ahead of themselves in their ‘enduring 

technological optimism’ (Turkle, 2011, p.11)? Don’t scientists first need to understand 

how human consciousness arises in order to implement it in a machine? Miro 

reinforces this saying, ‘to develop robots, you need to understand humans’ (Miro in 

Kageki, 2012, p.108). Understanding first of all how humans produce consciousness 

and coming to a unified definition or point of origin may be one way of developing 

sentient robots. Yet the topic of consciousness is still widely debated, neuroscientists 

are still undecided on how we form consciousness maybe because of its complexity or 

maybe they will simply never know. As Daniel Dennett author and Cognitive Scientist 

remarks ‘as with all of the earlier mysteries, there are many who insist and hope that 

there will never be a demystification of consciousness’ (Dennett, 1992, p. 11). In its 

complexity Gerald Edelman in Consciousness: How matter becomes imagination emphasises,  

 

No amount of description will ever be able to account fully for the subjective 

experience [of consciousness], no matter how accurate that description may be 

(Edelman & Tononi, 2001, p.11). 

 

In this sense the source(s) of consciousness may, one day, be discovered but even then 

will its description suffice? Many would argue in terms of the development of a 

sentient robot there needs to a two-pronged attack which will not only address how we 

perceive human consciousness but also machine consciousness. ‘[Humankind has] no 

idea how consciousness emerges from the physical activity of the brain’ (Birch et al, 

2013, p.50) as we have already discussed, but interestingly we have even less 

understanding of ‘whether consciousness can emerge from non-biological systems, 

such as computers’ (Birch et al, 2013, p.50). There are great parallels between the 

human brain and computers, ‘one has transistors the other neurons. Computers work 

in a binary language – strings of ‘on’ and ‘off’ electrical impulses – as do neurons’ 

(Cohen, 1997, p.36). Not only this but the numerous metaphors attributed to the 

brain as an organic computer or how the body can be seen as Hobbes’ springs and 

wheels all lead to the idea of a unified state between the inanimate and animate, 
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conscious and unconscious. Due to the lack of a standardised definition of 

consciousness and what establishes it outright, means the lines of what can and cannot 

be seen to be conscious are blurred. Thus leaving Miro’s question as to ‘whether an 

object can bear a mind’ (2012, p.106) unanswered. 

 

Toward a Conscious Robot 
 

Having explored the function and human response to many current robots - Paro, 

AIBO, Asimo, Ishiguro’s Geminoid and Roxxxy the aim of this final chapter is to look 

forward and assess whether robotic consciousness will ever arise and what this may 

ultimately mean if so. 

 

Recorded in 1924, Jinzo Ningen (‘Artificial Human’) is said to be the first phrase 

referencing synthetic human life, it was later officially published as the catchier robotto 

(‘robot’ in Japanese). However, many ascribe Computer scientist John McCarthy as 

first introducing the term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ in 1956. He exemplified the use of 

mathematical logic and extensive programming as the key features in the creation of 

A.I; his ‘ultimate objective [was] to make programs that learn from their experience as 

effectively as humans do’ (McCarthy, 2003). Envisaging that this new form of 

synthetic, computer generated intelligence would be reality within the decade 

(Watson, 2010). Despite being accurate in his description his timing was slightly out, 

even today attempts at generating a form of genuine human-like intelligence remain 

illusive. However, in a recent email discussion Bruce Duncan (fig. 10), the co-creator of 

BINA48 (fig. 10) and co-founder of the Lifenaut Project explains his research into a new 

way of establishing A.I and robotic consciousness. He writes, 

 

we have adopted for the purpose of our experiment a “theoretic” definition… 

to include “information that represents your attitudes, mannerism, beliefs, 

values and behaviour” as [an] expression of your “consciousness” that may be 

“reanimated” one day via general A.I... we anticipate that it will create an 

“approximation” of your consciousness that will [be] good enough (e.g. when 

experienced by friends, family, even strangers) [and] will communicate your 

essential characteristics. (Duncan, 2013) 
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He also agrees that ‘at this point in time there is no consensus on what consciousness 

is exactly’ (Duncan, 2013) yet this has not deterred the team at Hanson Robotics. 

Through their work, Duncan is exploring the idea of creating machine consciousness 

by instilling human experiences and characteristics to create an artificial persona. The 

‘mindware’ that is produced helps create an artificial self. On the How it works section 

of the website it explains ‘through geo mapping, timelines, and tagging… [as well as 

the] places you’ve been and the people you’ve met can be stored’[8]. This is an 

intriguing concept as it develops on many arguments over the link between the 

animate and inanimate. Illustrated in the mindware technology the way we as 

animate humans can transfer inanimate information to a synthetic computer. As 

Richard Watson observes, ‘if you want to make an intelligent machine, the first thing 

you need to do is design one with experience as well as reasoning’ (2010, p.48). 

BINA48 is certainly employing this ethos. 

 

 

 

fig. 10 

8.      As described on the Lifenaut website. (source: Lifenaut main website.) Available from:    
         < https://www.lifenaut.com/mindfile/how-it-works/> [Accessed 12/11/13]). 
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Despite having the UVC in her appearance BINA48 is beginning to create a persona 

that is based on genuine human emotion and experience through her imported  

mindware (originally from a real person, Martine Rothblatt (fig. 11)). A true way of 

testing her life-like abilities would be have her undertake the Turing Test. Originally an 

experiment formulated by Alan Turing in which a supposed intelligent machine, 

along with a human competitor is set a series of questions by a human panel of judges. 

If the machine is able to answer the questions correctly and is indistinguishable from 

the human competitor then it is credited with harbouring human-like intelligence. Of 

course this has not happened yet, but when it does Puccetti’s phrase should in theory 

hold true, ‘to claim machines can think [we] must be willing to ascribe consciousness 

to them’ (Puccetti, 1969, p.42).  

 

 

 

The facts show that there is no way of proving, without doubt, that these theories are 

incorrect. Scientific fact is based upon objective observations and findings and yet 

there is still no objective way to ascertain whether an inanimate object or machine can 

be said not to harbor consciousness. This is echoed in neuroscientist’s inability to also 

ascertain how we as humans are conscious. On this subject Ben Goertzel in the 

fig. 11 
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documentary film, Singularity or Bust puts forward a slightly more satisfying answer to 

this dilemma. 

 

The human brain manifests universal consciousness in one way [pulls a coin 

from his pocket] and then this coin manifests universal consciousness in a 

different way. From that point of view it isn’t which systems are conscious, the 

question is what kind of consciousness each system demonstrates, how it 

manifests universal consciousness (Singularity or Bust, 2013, 10 mins). 

 

It is clear that there are many variables to contend with when it comes to ascribing 

consciousness to a robot. But maybe seeing it through a sense of universal 

consciousness, a way that does not necessary have to be routed to a humanistic set of 

defined criteria is needed. Huxely would agree, ‘we shall sooner or later arrive at a 

mechanical equivalent of consciousness, just as we have arrived at a mechanical 

equivalent of heat.’ (Huxley, T. 1870, p.191).  

 

In terms of wide spread acceptance of such intelligent machines, Lynn Margulis 

rightly points out from our very origins we have not fought our way into existence but 

instead networked through cooperation to become what we are today. ‘Life did not 

take over the globe by combat, but by networking’ (Margulis, 1986, p.15). The arrival 

of intelligent robots may, to many people, initially seem daunting but we must 

remember we are no more a threat to them than they are to us. ‘Any intelligent 

machine… would not be humankind's "tool" any more than humans are the tools of 

rabbits, robins, or chimpanzees’ (Vinge, 1993).  

 

In light of this, a future shared with intelligent robots is likely, as Spike Jonze’s recent 

film Her explores. Whether humans will have to attribute these machines with being 

conscious and ultimately whether this means there are sentient, living beings will only 

truly be debated upon its discovery. It is clear humans have an inexorable connection 

to technology this is undeniable, one that will forever entwine our future with its fate. 

Our interactions with these machines must be ‘intuitive and efficient’ (Breazeal, 2003, 

p.3) and whether from this people decide to bestow a level of consciousness upon these 

machines, one that is merely ‘as if’ it were living may be sufficient and rewarding for 

many. Whether ultimately robotic consciousness is achieved or not one thing is for 
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certain, the research and development of such a machine will no doubt further our 

understanding of the human condition and what it is to be a conscious being. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fig. 12 
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Appendix 
 

1. If the machines are permitted to make all their own decisions, we can't make 

any conjectures as to the results, because it is impossible to guess how such 

machines might behave… we are suggesting neither that the human race 

would voluntarily turn power over to the machines nor that the machines 

would willfully seize power. What we do suggest is that the human race might 

easily… drift into a position of such dependence on the machines that it would 

have no practical choice but to accept all of the machines' decisions... 

[Therefore] machines [will] become more and more intelligent, people will let 

machines make more of their decisions for them, simply because machine-

made decisions will bring better results than man-made ones. Eventually… 

people won't be able to just turn the machines off, because they will be so 

dependent on them that turning them off would amount to suicide. (Joy, 2000, 

p.1) 
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